The security of video applications in mobile devices has become recently an important field research. Dealing with video data, which is large compared to text and image and processing it in the mobile platform is a big challenge. Generally, the efficiency of any video encryption algorithm is concerned with two criteria, the computational time required to process video data, and the memory usage according to the resources on the smartphone. The secured system in 3G devices has become a matter of importance. This paper presents an implementation of full video encryption using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) on a mobile device. The operations on ECC include doubling and addition on the finite field as the backbone for an elliptic curve. Also, mapping representation is introduced to convert every byte of plain video into a point on EC. The paper proposed multi-keys instead of using one key as usual. Also, Chaotic Key Generator (CKG) is exploited for the randomness of the multi-keys. The proposed work focuses on increasing the security with multi-keys and to get acceptable time for encryption and decryption in a limited environment like mobile. The system is implemented using Android Studio with version (3.0) and using java language, it is implemented on Android version 7.0 (Nougat) and on mobile Galaxy S8. 
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Introduction
Multimedia information like graphics, images, audio, and video have been widely used in a smartphone device. Protection in video conference, video surveillance, pay-TV, etc. becomes a challenging work in video communication especially for the wireless mobile device [1] . Cryptography is the transformation of a plain message to unreadable form to be secure and immune from intruders. Information security algorithms are widely used in the recent times to protect data [2] . Symmetric encryption schemes are utilized a single key for both encryption and decryption such as (DES, RC4, AES,..., etc.). Asymmetric encryption schemes are used two keys, the message to be encrypted is encrypted with the public key of the receiver. The receiver can then reverse the encryption using the private key associated with the public key, such as (RSA, ECC,..etc.) [3] . ECC is Asymmetric key cryptography that requires a public key and a private key [2] . ECC can be a good candidate in many new fields need security requirements, particularly in embedded systems, for example, cell phones [4] . ECC is one of the most effective systems that are used for secure and immune from impostors. This is because it is hard for the opponent to solve the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) [5] . ECC would have main advantages over a classical system such as speed increasing, short memory, and also smaller key size. It can be said that the memory and the power are low. Also, the storage is less than other systems, that motivate to use security on some specific platform like wireless-devices and laptop. [6] . ECC encryption process and decryption process cannot encrypt and decrypt real plain text, they just can encode and decode points on the curve. Therefore, the encoding means altering a plain text character into points defined by the EC in order that to be appropriate to encrypt, however, decoding means changing the points in the original character [7] . There are several public key cryptosystems based on the ECDLP such as elliptic curves Diffie-Hellman key exchange, elliptic curves Massey-Omura, Menezes-Vanstone elliptic curve cryptosystem, and elliptic curves ElGamal public key cryptosystem. Table1 illustrates some algorithms that can be exploited for the type of application.
Literature Review
K. Rahouma, proposed multi-curve on ECC algorithm to encrypt files with additional parameter rather than one curve, the message is divided into blocks such at each block is of length less than the smallest prime number of the used ECC, each block has a private key and changes from one block to another [8] . D. S. Kumar, CH. Suneetha A.Chandrasekh AR, proposed two special equations on ECC algorithm to use for encryption rather than one as in stander ECC, these equations used addition and doubling operations, they also added another parameters, and utilized private key for each character in the message [9] .R.
Singh, R.Chauhan, V.K. Gunjan, P.Singh, present ECC over finite field with prime number p>3, they have converted a character to the point according to Koblitz equation to encrypt audio [10] . Table 1 : Application for Public-Key Cryptosystem M. Naik, A. Sindkar, P. Benali, C. Moralwar, present an algorithm that combine AES and ECC to encryption files under mobile platform (Android SO) [11] . D. M. Dumbere, N. J. Janwe, used AES algorithm to encrypt video, they have compared with DES algorithm [12] . A. Tariq, F. Hadi, add some a modifications on the classical AES to increase security, and implementation is on any file of data under the mobile platform (Android OS) [13] . Also, A. Kareem, implement two types of modifying on AES to encrypt video under windows platform [14] .
Materials and Methodologies

Mathematics preliminaries
Some of the mathematical operation that we will be using while performing the implementation of the video encryption/decryption using ECC. ECC used Group and Field [15] . Field accomplish the usual arithmetic properties [16] .
 Prime field where p is a prime.  Binary field 2 where m is a positive integer.
Elliptic Curves over Prime Curve
Let F p be a finite field and p is prime which is called Galois Field (GF). The elliptic curve is a curve consists of points satisfies the equation:
When x, y, a, and b are elements in GF(p). a and b parameters should be satisfied to the condition:
It is noticed to realize that the number of points in a finite abelian group defined over an EC. 
Hasse's theorem
Given an elliptic curve E modulo p, the number of points on the curve is denoted by #E and is bounded by p+1-2√p ≤ #E ≤ p + 1 + 2√p Hasse's theorem (or Hasse's bound) states that the number of points is about in the scope of the prime p [4] .
Mathematical for ECC 1. Point Addition P ( , ) and Q ( , ) are points, with P ≠ Q, then R = P + Q = ( , ) is determined by the following rules:
2. Point doubling P( , ) and Q( , ) with P ≠ Q, then R = P + Q = ( , ) is determined by the following rules in Equation 3 and 4: Where
3. Point subtraction P ( , ) -Q( , ) = P ( , )+ Q ( , − ) 4. Point multiplication is defined as repeated addition; for example, 4P = P + P + P + P.
ElGamal Cryptosystem
The EC ElGamal protocol can be a very useful protocol for key exchange, digital signature and message encryption [18] . Consider Alice and Bob are the two communicating parties. They agree upon a common elliptic curve equation (1) 
Proposed System Multi keys Elliptic Curve Cryptography Encryption and Decryption on ElGamal
The proposed system is depicted in Figure1. The figure illustrates that there are two parts encryption side and decryption side. The encryption side consists of the stages: (Chaotic Key Generator (CKG) 
A. Encryption part
The task of this part is to encrypt video file in mobile.
STAGE 1 Chaotic Key Generator (CKG)
A chaotic system is a nonlinear deterministic dynamical system which exhibits random behavior. The logistic map function is indicated as:
The above function is implemented to generate two types of keys: key1 and key2 with 256 lengths each this function is used to exploit the behavior of high randomness and sensitivity, the following algorithm describes logistic map function. 
End for End
The output from of the stage is an array of 256 chaotic values as shown in the Table 3 . The first column represents the index storing of results. The second column represents the results before sorting. The third column represents the index storing of results after descending order. The fourth column represents the results after descending order.
STAGE 2 ECC Operations
This represents the second stage in encryption part. The stage itself consists of process four processes: Domain Generator, Inverse Finding, (Addition, Doubling, and Multiplication) are explained previously. Generate Domain the aim of this process to build curve over finite field Fq of prime and to generate the domain according to parameters ( , ), the implementation is illustrated in algorithm in [19] . Figure 2 shown the output from this process are group of points over E 751 (−1,188), number of points generated are 726 points {(0,375), (0,376), (1,375), …, (750,376)}.
STAGE 3 Build Multi Keys
The aims of this stage are built 256 keys used for encryption and decryption. It is worthy to mention that step 2 of the algorithm (5.2) requires performing the: doubling, addition, and multiplication these operations are explained in section 4.1. Also step 2 requires finding the inverse use extended Euclidean algorithm. Algorithms (5.2) illustrates the main abstracted steps to generate 256 keys and Figure 3 shows two sets of keys that used for encryption and decryption. 
Algorithm(5.2)Build multi-keys Input
Step2
Represent these points according to ASCII code. End End Step3 Output video ciphertext.
A. Decryption part
The task of this part is to decrypt a mobile video cipher, the first stages (Chaotic Key Generator (CKG), ECC operations, and Build multi-keys) are similar in processing as encryption part but the output is slightly different.
STAGE 1 Chaotic Key Generator (CKG)
same process in encryption side. STAGE 2 ECC Operation same process in encryption side.
STAGE 3 Build Multi keys
Which was explained in building multi-keys of part encryption with some difference. The Figure 5 as shown below and call build multikeys algorithm (5.2). 
Results and Discussion
The mobile applied in the encryption and decryption of the video process is (Galaxy S 8) has hardware (RAM 4GB, internal storage 64 GB) and has software (Android 7.0 (Nougat)). This system depends on well-known video format extension of MP4. Table 4 presents the video files and the time required for encryption and decryption. Also, the curve for each file is depicted for encryption and decryption comparing with the size of the file in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. When we use the side decryption algorithm ECC of operation to access program and get the video decryption file from the video store, we will notice the video as shown in Figure 10 . 
Conclusions
The application has achieved the protection for video of data in mobile devices by using full encryption. It can be used for all types of media like text, image, and sound. It is noted that the decryptions take a little more time relatively with the encryption time required and this is acceptable because of the nature of the algorithm besides that the algorithm is implemented in limited resources memory in the mobile platform compared with the computer platform. The application is easy to use. It needs only two keys to implement. The result depends on the specification, of the mobile and kind of OS, thus the results are different according to the type of both phones and OS used. For the future work, using ECC in a different environment, such as applying it to iPhone. It can be used as an online application using an algorithm to exchange keys between the users and connect the application to a storage 115 website for key exchange. Searching the use of multiple keys in another domain and apply them in other algorithms to their limitations in current researchers. Build multi-keys with different domain of ( , ) and select the multi keys as randomly under control of user. The use of algorithm Menezes-Vanstone ECC in the mobile with the addition of a proposed by dividing the file into two parts, one for the odd bytes and the even bytes and applied the equations ones for odd bytes and second for even bytes
